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Simulation

•Canon 1101. §1. The internal consent of the mind is
presumed to conform to the words and signs used in
celebrating the marriage.

• §2. If, however, either or both of the parties by a
positive act of the will exclude marriage itself, some
essential element of marriage, or some essential
property of marriage, the party contracts invalidly.

Total simulation 1

•Maria’s student visa is about to expire. She would have to
return to her home country, where she would have a much
lower standard of living. She agrees to marry Chad, whom
she met in graduate school. The common life lasts around
five years.

•Maria and Chad had been dating for a year before deciding
to marry.

•Maria says she never really loved Chad.

• The common life ended when Chad met someone else.

Total simulation 2

• Jim says that Sarah never intended Christian marriage with
him. He says she was only interested in the lifestyle his
money could provide. She was not very supportive of his
interests and would not commit to going to church with him.

• Jim and Sarah had two children in the marriage. Jim says
that he had to do the majority of the childcare and
housework, even when he was working and Sarah wasn’t.

• The common life lasted fifteen years, until they both agreed
to divorce.
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Total simulation 3

•Becky moved in with Paul when she was evicted from her
own apartment after three months of dating. Uncomfortable
about living together unmarried, Paul proposed marriage
and Becky accepted. She was not interested in planning a
wedding, but went along with Paul’s plans for a courthouse
wedding.

• Six months after the wedding, Becky left Paul when he
cancelled her credit cards in an attempt to stop her affairs.

•Becky’s family confirmed Paul’s account of her behavior and
of her general character.

Total simulation 4

• Louise becomes pregnant after a one‐night stand with Hank.
They immediately agree to marry in order to ‘give the baby a
name.’ They have two additional children and the common
life lasts twelve years. Hank says that he and Louise were
never really close, and that there is no way he would have
married her if not for the pregnancy.

•Both parties and witnesses say that although Louise and
Hank always seemed mismatched, they did their best in the
marriage.

Exclusion of the bonum fidei 1

• John and Betty were happy together, or so Betty thought.
The common life lasted for seven years, when John left Betty
for Alice. Betty later heard from John’s family that he had
been having sexual relations with Alice, a previous girlfriend,
throughout John and Betty’s entire relationship.

• John left Betty shortly after his mother died. His mother had
never approved of Alice.

Exclusion of the bonum fidei 2

•Mike was repeatedly unfaithful to Sue during the courtship
and again beginning seven years into the marriage.

•He says that he realized that marriage was serious, and
that’s why he stopped going after other women when they
got engaged.

•Mike says that he began to be unfaithful when Sue became
less fun after having children.

Exclusion of the bonum prolis 1

•Prior to marriage, Lois and Frank agreed that they would
decide later whether or not to have children, after they were
established in their careers. Five years into the marriage and
after reaching their previously‐discussed career goals, Frank
told Lois he would like to discuss having children. Lois
refused.

• Lois was a feminist who often used the phrase ‘my body, my
choice’ from her college days onwards.

Exclusion of the bonum prolis 2

•Prior to marriage, Lisa and Fred agreed that they would
decide later whether or not to have children, after they were
established in their careers. Five years into the marriage and
after reaching their previously‐discussed career goals, Fred
told Lisa he would like to discuss having children. Lisa
refused.

• Lisa states that prior to the wedding she was sincere in being
open to having children later with Fred, but his actions
during the common life caused her to change her mind.
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Exclusion of the bonum prolis 3
• Prior to the marriage, Simon did not want to have children. He
made this clear to Nora who did not object.

• Around two years into the marriage, Nora changed her mind and
informed Simon that she wanted to have children.

• Simon agreed, and they had two children. Simon went on to be a
loving and involved father.

Exclusion of the bonum prolis 4
• Prior to the marriage, Jeanine said that she would never have
children. Larry thought she would change her mind. Larry
repeatedly asked Jeanine for children in the first eight years of the
marriage, but she refused.

• After her sister had children, Jeanine decided that she wanted
children. She had two, but no more even though Larry requested
more.

•Witnesses describe Jeanine as a very selfish person who refused
to have children, until her sister did. Jeanine showed little interest
in caring for the children, who lived with Larry after the divorce.

Exclusion of the bonum prolis 5
• John never wanted to have children. He got Wendy pregnant and
she persuaded him to marry. They married while she was pregnant.

• Their second child was conceived when a condom broke. John told
Wendy she would need to get an abortion if she got pregnant again.

•Wendy had an ovary removed. She told John that she could not get
pregnant again. She got pregnant again, and had the baby.

•Wendy wanted another child but knew John would not agree. So
she got him drunk and induced him to have sexual relations when
she was fertile. They had a fourth child.

• John’s family witnesses all blamed Wendy for “tricking him into
having too many children.”

Exclusion of the bonum prolis 6
• Lucy and Zack had a common life of nine years after the Church
wedding and had no children. They never tried to have children.

• Lucy and Zack were first married civilly for immigration reasons.
They lived together for two years prior to the Church wedding
without having sexual relations.

• Lucy states that they never used any form of birth control or
natural family planning. Lucy later learned that she had some
health problems which likely prevented conception.

• Zack calls the tribunal and says he spoke to a priest who told him
that not wanting children is grounds for an easy annulment, so he
now wishes to officially declare this to get the annulment.

Exclusion of the bonum prolis 7
•Dorothea thought that she would never have children. She
unexpectedly became pregnant and married Gus.

•Gus was not the father of her baby.
•Gus and Dorothea agreed not to have additional children.
• The marriage was never consummated.

Exclusion of the bonum sacramenti 1
•Gerald was a non‐Catholic with divorced parents. He fell in
love with Sue and proposed marriage to her. The common
life lasted ten years, until Gerald filed for divorce. Sue says
that Gerald was not committed to the marriage, did not
believe in Catholic doctrine regarding the indissolubility of
marriage, and did not intend an indissoluble marriage.

• Sue says that the relationship was good for the first six years
of marriage, until they started to argue about finances when
Sue stopped working outside the home.
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Exclusion of the bonum sacramenti 2
•Prior to the marriage, Rose was concerned about Tim’s
drinking. Her father was an alcoholic and swore that she
would leave the marriage if Tim started to behave in the
same way.

• Still, Rose wanted the marriage to work out well, and
believed that it probably would.

• Four years into the marriage, Tim’s drinking increased and
Rose left.

Exclusion of the bonum coniugum 1
•Arthur marries Jane while intending to have children with
her, to be faithful to her, and for the marriage to last until
death.

•However, Arthur also intends to treat Jane cruelly.

•He does this because his family is in a generations‐long feud
with Jane’s family, and he intends to be cruel to Jane in
order to punish her family.

Exclusion of the bonum coniugum 2
•Patrick and Jan begin to date in graduate school and married
shortly before completing their degrees. They had three
children, one of whom was especially troublesome. After all
three children had moved out of the home, Patrick and Jan
each began to suspect that the other was having an affair.
They grew apart and Jan filed for divorce.

•Patrick claims exclusion of the good of the spouses because
at the time of the wedding, they did not know how to love
each other.

•Witnesses describe them as a good couple who grew apart.

Exclusion of the bonum coniugum 3
• The relationship between Kevin and Frances is troubled from
the beginning. Frances is lonely in a new city and Kevin
encourages her estrangement from her family. Frances
accepts Kevin’s marriage proposal after four months.

•Kevin is controlling and verbally abusive. He makes perverse
sexual demands and threatens physical violence. Frances
leaves about eighteen months into the common life.

•Kevin tells Frances, “you’ve got to stay with me no matter
how I treat you, because Catholics aren’t allowed to
divorce.”

Error regarding a quality of a person directly 
and principally intended (c. 1097, §2) 

•Canon 1097, §2. Error concerning a quality of the person
does not render a marriage invalid even if it is the cause for
the contract, unless this quality is directly and principally
intended.

•What is the “cause for the contract”?

• “I married him because I thought he was a virgin. I wouldn’t
have married him if I knew he wasn’t.”

•Directly and principally intended means that it was more
important than the whole person.

Error regarding a quality of a person directly 
and principally intended (c. 1097, §2) ‐ 1

•Wanda believed that Ian was just the perfect guy. He was so
smart, funny, and handsome. He never was never late to
their dates and he always volunteered to pay. Ian proposed
marriage and Wanda was delighted to accept.

•During the marriage, however, Ian often worked late and
insisted on pursuing how own hobbies, which conflicted
with Wanda’s.

•Wanda says that she was in error regarding what kind of
person Ian was. She thought he was kind, polite and patient.
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Deceit (a.k.a. fraud) (canon 1098)

•Canon 1098. A person contracts invalidly who enters into a
marriage deceived by malice, perpetrated to obtain consent,
concerning some quality of the other partner which by its
very nature can gravely disturb the partnership of conjugal
life.

Deceit (a.k.a. fraud) (canon 1098)

•A person contracts invalidly who enters into a marriage:
• deceived by malice;
• perpetrated to obtain consent;
• concerning some quality of the other partner;
• which by its very nature can gravely disturb the partnership of
conjugal life.

Deceit (a.k.a. fraud) (canon 1098) ‐ 1

• Shane and Kim have a tempestuous courtship. Once while
broken up, Kim has sex with their mutual friend James.
Shane suspects this and is very clear with Kim that if she had
sex with James, he would never forgive her. Kim lies about it.
Kim and Shane resume their sexual relationship and
eventually marry.

• Twenty years later, Kim admits in an argument that she did
have sex with James. Shane files for divorce the next week.

Error determining the will (canon 1099)

•Canon 1099. Error concerning the unity or indissolubility or
sacramental dignity of marriage does not vitiate matrimonial
consent provided that it does not determine the will.

• ... So when the error does determine the will, it does vitiate
matrimonial consent.

• “determine the will” means that the error is an essential
contributor to the decision to marry.

• Sometimes this can be from a background so steeped in
error that it cannot not determine the will.

Error determining the will (canon 1099) ‐1
• Joan, a Catholic, fell in love with Rob, an Evangelical Christian.
They had many discussions (even arguments) about religion.
Rob did not believe that marriage is a sacrament.

• They married at Joan’s home parish with her favorite priest.
Their two children were baptized Catholic as infants, with Rob’s
attendance.

• The common life lasted for fifteen years until the stress of
financial problems caused things to fall apart.

• Joan states that the marriage is invalid because Rob was in error
regarding the sacramental dignity of marriage.

Error determining the will (canon 1099) ‐ 2

•Harry came from a very secular background. His parents did
not have any stable relationships and he had a succession of
surrogate parent figures.

•Harry worked in the music and media industries. He met
Katy and accepted her suggestion to marry. When he got
married in the 1980s, his parents and parental figures
laughed at him and asked why he bothered. Harry seemed
committed to the marriage through difficult times, but
moved out when their children were grown.
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Ignorance (canon 1096)

•Canon 1096. §1. For matrimonial consent to exist, the
contracting parties must be at least not ignorant that
marriage is a permanent partnership between a man and a
woman ordered to the procreation of offspring by means of
some sexual cooperation.

• §2. This ignorance is not presumed after puberty.

•Permanent, not indissoluble

• There is at least some background idea that marriage,
children and a sexual act are related.

Error of person (canon 1097)

•Canon 1097. §1. Error concerning the person renders a
marriage invalid.

Conditions (canon 1102)

Canon 1102. §1. A marriage subject to a condition about the
future cannot be contracted validly.

§2. A marriage entered into subject to a condition about the
past or the present is valid or not insofar as that which is
subject to the condition exists or not.

§3. The condition mentioned in §2, however, cannot be
placed licitly without the written permission of the local
ordinary.

Conditions (canon 1102)

• Future condition
• “Although our wedding is now, we won’t truly be married unless
and until …”

•Present condition
• “Although our wedding is now, we are not truly married unless
you are …”

•Past condition
• “Although our wedding is now, we are not truly married unless
you did …”

Present condition (canon 1102, §2) ‐ 1
• Dina is dating Greg. She is concerned that he is not committed to
his degree program.

• Several times, Dina catches Greg out in lies when he said he was
studying but was not. The engagement was called off when she
learned that he had dropped out of school, and only resumed
when he provided proof of re‐enrollment. Dina tells Greg that this
is his last chance and that he needs to stay in school.

• Prior to the wedding, however, Greg is kicked out of school again
but does not tell Dina. When she finds the truth after the wedding
at the end of the semester, she leaves saying the marriage never
really existed because it was based on a lie.


